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ABSTRACT— Drunk driving accidents have increased day by day and has become a big issue. On an average nearly 
29% of road accidents are caused due to drunk driving. Our project is accident prevention system. Using this we can 
prevent the occurrence of road accidents by automatically decreasing the speed of vehicle using IOT technology. This 
project consists of two modules. In the first module if a person consumes alcohol and driving vehicle at high-speed, 
this type of conditions may lead to accidents in most of the cases. So, using alcohol detection sensors and Arduino Uno 
can make vehicles to slow down, which can prevent some of the accidents or it can reduce the impact of accident on 
that person when they were driving slowly. In the second module if a person drives at high speed in special zone areas 
i.e., accident prone areas then it leads to accidents. So, to prevent accidents at these special zone areas we are 
implementing RFID technology which helps vehicles to slow down automatically. 
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         I.INTRODUCTION 

 
Road safety has become a major public health concern. Over 1, 37,000 people were died in road accidents in 2013. In 

India itself about eighty thousand people are killed in road crashes every year which is thirteen percent of the total 
fatality all over the world. Man behind the wheel plays an important role in most of the crashes. In most of the cases 
crashes occurs either due to carelessness. In the modern day, with the increase in the number of vehicles on roads, 
traffic accidents have grown significantly in number. One of the primary causes of traffic accidents is drunk driving or 
driving under influence (DUI). This is particularly an important issue for developing countries, such as India, where 
53.4% of unnatural deaths in the year 2014 were due to traffic accidents, with drunk driving being the primary cause. 
Road fatalities are a major concern in the developed world. Recent studies show that a third of the number of fatal or 
serious accidents are associated with excessive or inappropriate speed, as well as changes in the roadway (like the 
presence of road-work or unexpected obstacles). Reduction of the number of accidents and mitigation of their 
consequences are a big concern for traffic authorities, the automotive industry and transport research groups. The old-
fashioned method used by officers to detect alcohol in the driver is by using Breathalyzer. Even though it has proved its 
function, however this method is not efficient. Nevertheless, it is impossible to do road block all the time and check 
driver of each car using Breathalyzer. Breathalyzer is a device to check alcohol presence in the driver’s breath by 
making them blow into it. This method is not as practical as it can cause congestion and traffic during peak days. In 
addition, there are chance of the driver to bribe officers just to avoid being summoned. If escape this road block, and 
continue to drive in a drunken state, they are risking every other road user. The proposed system uses MQ-2 sensors to 
detect the presence of alcohol in the driver’s breath. MQ-2 is designed to test for combustible gases such as LPG. It can 
be tested for alcohol too, but MQ-3 sensor is specially made to test for alcohol vapor in which it has a more accurate 
reading and higher sensitivity than MQ-2. Other than that, one of the proposed system there are using the mobile phone 
which has an accelerometer and an orientation sensor whereby the mobile phone computes accelerations based on 
sensor readings and compares it with typical drunk driving patterns extracted from real driving tests through 
acceleration of vehicles related to lane position maintenance problems such as weaving, drifting, swerving, turning 
abruptly or with a wide radius and speed control problems like accelerating or decelerating suddenly, braking 
erratically and stopping abruptly. The loophole in this system is that if kids’ play with this phone or it gets damaged 
due to fall as it is portable, then the system fails. The solution for this is we are using the RFID technology and MQ- 3 
sensor. The MQ-3 sensor automatically detects the alcohol level of the person. If the person consumes the alcohol the 
vehicle will automatically slow down with the help of pulse width modulation mechanism. The RFID technology is 
used in the special zone areas like schools, hospitals etc. In that special zone areas, the vehicle will slow down by using 
the RFID reader and RFID tag. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
The research papers help us to find the existing models and guide us to develop a new thesis by overcoming the 

problems which have been found out 

 

Alpana Gopi, [1] in 2016 he had clearly explained that, In the case of road accidents RFID can be used to track the 
vehicle there by the authority get information about vehicle and its owner. It was also used in the project of RFID 
smart parking system. 
Litty Rajan, [2] in 2016 he had clearly explained that, RFID technology integrated with SND for vehicle tracking 
put forward. It was also used in the project of RFID Mobile charging System. 

Gupta proposed, [3] “Alcohol Detection with Vehicle Controlling.” A liquor finder and a GPS is used for this. And 
whereas GSM is associated with Arduino. The liquor inside the body of a person crosses the limit the Arduino will 
stop the vehicle and GPS sends the location of the drunker person to their family/police. 
Sai Harsha proposed, [4] “Mobile Based Drunk Driving Detection.” This is based on the mobile where mobile 
should be inside the vehicle. A program will be given to the mobile so that the mobile will read the sensors and 
whenever it detects that there is consumption of alcohol it contacts police/family. 
Albin Thomas et al proposed, [5] “Smartphone and Sensor Based Drunk Driving Prevention System.” Smartphone 
is used for this method. The smartphone detects the alcohol sensor inside the person driving and a program is installed 
for smartphone where it detects the alcohol and controls the driving at the same time it makes sure that the vehicle is 
stopped and alerts the police/family. 
Savania et al proposed, [6] “Alcohol Detection and Accident Prevention of Vehicle.” In this an alcohol sensor is 
placed in the vehicle to detect the alcohol. If the alcohol gases are detected then for every 5 minutes a message is sent 
to their relatives. In this an arm7 microcontroller is used and it is connected to GSM and GPS. The GPS is used to 
track the location of the vehicle and message will be sent using GSM module. 
Sarkar et al proposed, [7] “A Real Time Embedded System Application for Driver Drowsiness and Alcoholic 
Intoxication Detection.” This system uses embedded system. This system consists of 5-megapixel camera with 
embedded system board raspberry. Raspberry pi is interfaced with another Arduino board which is used for some 
tasks like alarm notifications and ignition lock. It performs these tasks if and only if it receives a message from 
raspberry pi about the presence of alcohol. 
Dai et al proposed, [8]” Mobile phone based drunk driving detection.” This system requires a mobile phone. It should 
be installed in the vehicle with orientation. A program should be installed in that phone it compares the sensor 
readings with the real time driving test cases. If there is any presence of drunk driving then automatically the phone 
will alert the driver or sends the alert message to the police/family. 
Goswami et al proposed, [9] “Alcohol Detection with Vehicle Controlling.” DUI is the system we used for detecting 
the alcohol present in the vehicle where the DUI works when there is presence of alcohol the vehicle stops and sends 
the alert message to the police /family. 

 

III. REVIEW FINDINGS 

1. In the alcohol detection vehicle controlling, major problem is if any person other than the driver has consumed 
alcohol and if system detects it then also it will not allow the car to start (even if the driver is not drunk). 

2. A mobile phone based drunk and drive detection; the system requires a mobile. The mobile phone is not 
available all the time. Without mobile phone this project does not give accurate result. 

3. A Real Time Embedded System Application for Driver Drowsiness, this system checks only the drowsiness of 
the driver to reduce accidents but when the driver consumed alcohol most of the accidents were happening. 

4. Alcohol Detection and Accident Prevention of Vehicle, the major drawback is they are cutting-off the supply. 
5. Alcohol Sensing Alert with Engine Locking system they are detecting if the person consumed alcohol or not. So, 

if a driver is drunk and tries to drive the vehicle the system detects alcohol presence in his/her breath and locks 
the engine so that the vehicle fails to start. 
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6. In all proposed systems they are using alcohol sensor and mobile based systems. There are no special 
technologies to reduce the accidents in special zone areas. We are using RFID technology to reduce the 
accidents in special zone areas. 

 
  IV.PROPOSED WORK WITH METHODOLOGY 

Accident Prevention is our proposed system which can be used for prevention of accidents. Arduino Uno is used which 
is an open-source microcontroller and is easily operable. The system senses the presence of alcohol consumed by the 
driver using the MQ-3 sensors. To overcome accidents near special zone areas and to avoid drunk & drive cases we 
came up with a solution that slows down the vehicle automatically. To prevent accidents due to consumption of 
alcohol we are placing MQ3 sensor that detects whether a person consume alcohol or not. If a person consumes 
alcohol, then using Arduino Uno can make vehicle to slow down. To prevent the accidents at special zone areas we 
place RFID (radio frequency identification) tags in direction signboards and RFID reader in vehicle. So that if a person 
enters these areas, then RFID reader and tag get communicate and with the help of RFID reader which acts as a 
microcontroller can make the vehicle to slow down. 

In the proposed system when a person consuming alcohol and driving vehicle at high speed then using MQ3 sensor 
which detects alcohol and using Arduino Uno which acts as a micro controller can prevent accidents. Working of this 
is i.e., alcohol detection sensor is placed at the handle part of two wheelers vehicle and for the four wheelers at the 
steering part of vehicle. Arduino Uno is connected to the brake system that makes the vehicle to slow down. 

If a person goes in a speed at special zone areas, then using RFID technology, we can make the vehicle to slow down. 
In this technology there will be RFID tags, RFID readers is used. RFID tags are placed at sign boards on roads. RFID 
reader is placed in vehicle. So, if a person enters these special zone areas, then RFID reader and tag get communicates 
and makes the vehicle to slow down. These are the methodologies used to prevent accidents. 
 

 
 

V. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the existed system the Breathalyzer requires the driver to blow into the device and indicates the blood alcohol level. 
A person can be punished if alcohol exceeding 30 milligrams per 100 milliliter of blood and is detected in the breath 
analyzer test. It is time taking process as well as some fine will be imposed by police officers that fine will be paid by 
the people and then they move from that area.  

In our project we are going to use alcohol sensors in the vehicles. So, the person who is driving the vehicles will be 
detected that they consumed alcohol or not. The drivers need not fear about the test taken by the police. If they 
consume alcohol the sensor will sense it and automatically the speed of the vehicle is reduced and the speed of the 
vehicle in limited range. So, the accidents rates is reduced and injuries of accidents is reduced. The lives of the people 
are saved. 

In some special zone areas like hospitals, schools, accident zone areas, zebra crossing lines most of the people are not 
slow downing their vehicles these may cause accidents due to heavy speed so to control the speed in the special zone 
areas we are using RFID tags in the boards and the readers are used in the vehicles where the readers in the vehicles 
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and the tags in hoardings communicates each other and the speed of the vehicles is reduced automatically up to certain 
range after that range the speed is handled who is driving the vehicles 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Drink & drive is a leading cause of road accidents. Detecting drunk driving requires stopping vehicles and manually 
scanning drivers by using breath analyzers. Well, here we propose a system that allows to detect drunk driving in the 
vehicle itself. In our system, it will detect the alcohol content to reduce drunk driving thereby satisfying the criteria of 
a safety system. If the driver has consumed more amount of alcohol than minimum level, the system will ensure a 
safety measure by turning the DC motor down. To prevent accidents at special zone areas we are using RFID 
technology using this technology vehicle get slow down. By using this technology, we can reduce most of the 
accidents that are happening because of drunk and drive. 
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